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Explore – Impact of Computing Innovations
Written Response Submission Template
Please see Assessment Overview and Performance Task Directions for Student for the task
directions and recommended word counts.
Computational Artifact
2a)
A new innovation in cyber security is to use machine learning to assist existing
systems [1]. The innovation works by using algorithms that study how a user
interacts with a web page every time he or she logs in [1]. Whenever unusual
activity is seen by the algorithm, the user is notified [1]. My artifact describes
how the innovation works by explaining how machine learning works for cyber
security in a similar way to this paragraph. The first image also demonstrates
what a deep learning algorithm may look like on a chart.

2b)
I created the artifact with google slides, google search, and google images. First, I
searched for multiple articles that would help me to understand the topic of
machine learning being used for cyber security. Next, I created a new slideshow
in google slides, which I then put a brief summary of how the innovation works.
Then, I searched for images that related to what I was trying to the innovation.
My searches were machine learning, cyber attack, and cyber security. I found
some images that looked good and then placed them on the slide. Finally, I saved
the slide as a pdf.
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Computing Innovation
2c)
One beneficial effect of this innovation is that people will be able to keep their
data more safe from cyber attackers. The automated systems that this
innovation will create, as well as the previous solutions used alongside
automation, will be able to create secure systems that work very fast [6]. This
increase in detection speed will help companies to observe different methods of
attacks, which will allow for the companies to train their machine learning
algorithms to detect more threats before they reach a wide amount of users.
One Harmful effect of this innovation is that the increased security will also
encourage the people behind cyber attacks to create stronger attacks, which will
be able to pass through the more secure systems [6]. This could make it difficult
for companies to implement cyber security systems because they will have to
keep making better and better machine learning algorithms to protect users
against the increasingly strong cyber attacks. Eventually, there may even be a
point where the companies can not do much more to make their systems more
secure.
Another beneficial effect of this innovation is that companies will save a lot of
time when finding cyber security threats. Researchers say that up to 21,000
hours are wasted each year by cybersecurity companies trying to analyze false
positives in attack detection [4]. The speed of machine learning algorithms will
help to detect actual threats much faster than systems made up of only humans
and software [4]. This saved time can allow for companies to develop better
security for their users, as well as developing themselves as a company.

2d)
Machine learning algorithms are designed to analyze data of users on a website
or in a program. Currently, there are four main ways that algorithms are trained:
supervised learning, ensemble learning, unsupervised learning, and semisupervised learning [1]. Supervised learning is when the people creating the
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algorithm feed labelled data to the algorithm, so that it will learn how to
categorize different types of data [1]. Ensemble learning is like supervised
learning, but it uses multiple types of sorting algorithms [1]. Unsupervised
learning is when the developers of the algorithm feed data that is not labelled to
the algorithm, so that it can sort through the data in its own way [1]. Semisupervised learning combines both supervised and unsupervised learning by
feeding the algorithm both labelled and unlabelled data [1].
An example of data is the user’s patterns, such as when he or she usually logs in
[1]. The algorithm can detect that the account has been active at an unusual
time, so it notifies the user of the security concern. Machine learning algorithms
can also study the types of files being uploaded and downloaded. By studying
both safe and unsafe files, the algorithms can recognize unsafe patterns in the
file’s data and warn the users [1]. The algorithms can also study the patterns of
other security systems’ data to find vulnerabilities [1]. This allows for developers
to improve the cyber security of users.
A security concern is that cyber attackers may start using machine learning
algorithms to study what the security algorithms say is acceptable in files. This
will allow for cyber attackers to find weaknesses in algorithms and become more
dangerous, which will make it more difficult to develop better security
algorithms.
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